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Introduction

The electron-beam method of multicharge ion production was suggested
by E.D.Donets in 1967 /'/. The first attempt to create an Electron-Beam Ion
Source (EBIS) theory was undertaken by R.Becker / 2/ and M.C.Vella in
198l/3A A more complete theory of the electron-beam method of multicharge
ionization in an ion trap was created by the Livermore EBIT group (M.Levine,
M.Penetrante, R.Marrs et al.) /4'5A Based on these results, we present a
simpler numerical model of multicharge ionization in EBIS. Simplifications
follow from our previous papers/6-7/. The computer Codes describing the Kryon-
S experimental data can be used to predict EBIS basic parameters: charge state
spectrum, ion-beam current and even ion beam emittance.

Physical processes in the trap

According to the Livermore papers, main processes in the EBIS trap arc
the following:

-electron-impact ionization of ions,
-radiative recombination of ions,
-charge exchange between ions and neutral atoms,
-ion heating by an electron beam,
-ion-ion energy exchange,
-ion confinement in the trap,
-ion escape from the trap.

Electron-impact ionization

A + e- => AK+ + (K+l)e-,

where K=l,2... .
To calculate single step (K=l) ionization cross-section, the empirical Lotz
formula is used /8-9/:

//J-i)]}; 0)
where Ee > Pu N is the number of subshells in atom or ion, q\ is the number of
electrons in an »th subshell, Ee is-the electron energy, Pi is the binding energy
for an /th subshell, ai,bj,ci are constants. For Z>3, aj=4.510"14 (cm2eV2) and

The ionization at K=2,.. takes place for outer shells as shown for M-
shell of Ar/7'10/. But these processes cannot be taken into account for inner
shells.



Radiative recombination

AK+ + e - j

The Kim and Pratt formula/11/ can be used for the recombination cross-
section, but for EBIS with optimum electron-beam energy parameters radiative
recombination processes are neglected.

Charge exchange

B => A<-*-l)+ + B + ,
In the EBIS case, charge exchange processes are the main concurrent to

electron-impact ionization ones. The charge exchange cross-section is
calculated using the Muller and Salzborn formula /12A

<r#_rfJ=1.43xl0-uZ,M7P0-
2-» , (2)

where Z\ is the ion charge and Po the ionization potential of the neutral target.

Ion heating by the electron beam

The electron energy loss is/14/:

dt M,
where Ee is the electron energy, me the electron mass, Mj the ion mass, and vm
the rate of electron-ion collisions: vm = iV,o-frv4 ,
where N; is the ion density, Ve the electron speed, and <yu the Coulomb cross
section:

inA, '

with e the electron charge, Zj the ion charge, and In Ai the electron-ion
Coulomb logarithm.

Energy is transferred via Coulomb collisions from electrons to ions for
the rate:

s*\ (5)

where kTj is the ion temperature.
Formula (5) is in accordance with the formula used by the Iivermore

group/5/.



Ion-ion energy exchange

The rate of energy gain of ith ionic species due to collisions with jth
ionic species is written as /5A

„ „ Mi Wj-Tt)
[ dt

where vy is the Coulomb collision rate between ith and y'th ionic species, kT-,,
kTj are the ionic temperatures of ith and jth species, and M;, Mj are the ion
masses,

(7,

with hi Ay the ion-ion Coulomb logarithms.

Ion trapping

The radial potential on the electron beam edge relative to the beam axis reads
as /•/:

Vb = 4 8 5 ^ - ( l - / ) (V), (8)

V^7
where Ie is the electron beam current (A) and Ee the beam energy (keV),
Beam compensation:/ = (Z) • N, / Ne, (9)
Efiective radial potential: V€ = K • Vb , (10)

with 1 <k<2.
Axial losses are prevented by high potential barriers installed at the

boundary drift tube sections. The axial barrier voltage can be larger than the
radial barrier one. This is the reason for considering radial losses only.

Ion escape from the trap

The Maxwell-Boltzman distribution function is the following IW\

/,(£,) = — — 4E, IkTf atpi-E, /kT,), (11)
V^ kT,

Let the function be normalized as:

! / ; ( £ , )<«? ; = 1 , (12)

and the distribution be established for about tmm < 1/ vy, where i=j. As a rule,
tmin<l|is for the EBIS parameters: N, > 106 cm"3, kT[ > 1 eV.



The border energy for ions with charge Z: Eb = Z • V^ , (13)
According to normalization conditions, the density loss for ions with charge Z
that are able to escape from the trap can be written as:

tN,=N, ]f(E)dE , (14)
E-E,,

The energy Joss due to escaping ions:

A{NikTi) = Ni HME^dE,, (15)
Bt-Ei

The rate of diffusion escape from the trap for ions with charge Z is expressed
as:

=

and the rate of energy loss:

(16)

(17)
dt '

where vd is the rate of diffusion escape perpendicular to the H direction and H
the magnetic field strenghth.

The diffusion flux through the trap border /17/:
r = A. ~zr > <18)

where Dx is the coefficient of perpendicular diffusion: DL =

kT-
the diffusion coefficient: D = . , '— , v; is the total Coulomb collision rate

M, • v,

for ith ionic species: v, = 2 VIJ , wc is the ion cyclotron frequency for
Z • B

magnetic field induction B: we = —'—— .

The ion escape speed can be written as:

^ - = 2 ^ r - r 4 - X f r - r , (19)

where rb is the electron beam radius and L^ the effective trap length.
For uniform distribution of ions with charge Z in the trap, the rate of

diffusion escape from the trap for ion densities reads as:

.

If we suppose that AAf,-=const at 0<r<rb and it decreases linear to zero
at rb<r<rtd , where rta is the drift tube radii, then:



and the rate of diffusion escape:

v'~ r •(/-r)'D l ' ( 2 2 )

Numerical model

Let the ionization proceed by single steps, then:
dNn „ .
dt

dNt

(23)
dN,
IT
dN,

dt
where No .. Nz are the ion and atom densities,
H i > X U > kt-U > ^i,i+l > ̂ -Z-l.Z are the ionization coefficients: J,M = aiMje

•̂1,0 J -̂2,1 J ̂ -i+i,i) ^i,i-i i ^z,Z-i a r e the recombination and charge exchange
coefficients:

p ,where /i, = <x, -y4, a r is the recombination cross-section,
= crp • No • (F,), op is the charge exchange cross-section, No is the density of

neutral atoms, <F)>is the mean ion speed.

The evolution of NjkTj is described by:

Calculations

At first, charge evolutions for the ionization of Kr atoms were
calculated. Recombination, charge exchange, ion heating, energy exchange and
ion escape processes were not taken into account. Relative Kr ion densities



calculated at je=1.2-1021 l/(cm2 s) , Ue=2104 eV are shown in Fig. 1. We
suppose that this consideration is true because our previous electron-impact
cross-section measurements at big ion losses from the trap are in good
agreement with theory. In these calculations the amount of ions was
normalized to a unit magnitude for each time moment. This is the reason for
us to calculate the charge-state evolution normalized to a unit magnitude for
each time point.

0.2

1E-4 1E+O 1E+1

Fig. 1

The results were compared with those of analytical calculations carried
out according to the analytical model of single step ionization W. It was noted
that at a starting calculation step value of less than 410"5 s, the numerical data
agree with the analytical ones.

Then the charge exchange processes were taken into account, and the
calculations of charge exchange between Kr ions and Ne atoms were carried
out for EBIS Krion-S electron beam parameters (the electron beam radius is
0.015 cm, je=1.21O21 l/(cm2 s), Ue=7103 eV). We suppose that the
concentration of Ne atoms (N°) in the electron beam is a constant because the
average time of Ne atom pass through the electron beam diameter is about
5-10'6 s at an inside temperature of 4 K despite the average single-step
ionization time of Ne atoms equal to 10"4 s. The time evolution of relative Kr
ion densities at different Ne° concentrations is shown in Figs.2,3,4.

For Ne° concentration exceeding 107 era"3, the calculated results
demonstrate a sufficient influence of charge exchange processes on relative
concentrations of Kr30+-34+ ions.



The calculations of ion heating by the electron beam were performed at
absolute density values with and without taking into account energy exchange
and ion escape processes at je=1.21021 l/(cm2s), Ue=7-103 eV, NKr(0)=109

cm"3, rp=0.015 cm, B=1.2 Tl. The average energy per Kr ion charge (kTi/Z)
and the trap potential (Veff) are the results of the calculation shown in Fig.5,
where (kTi/Z) 1 and Vejr 1 correspond to the calculations without taking into
account the ion escape process, (kTi/Z) 2, Veg- 2- with taking into account the
one. In this case we assume that Vejf=2Vt,.



Taking into account the ion escape process, the total Kr ion
concentration decreased 3 orders in 3 s (see Fig. 7, dotted line 1).

The calculations without taking into account the ion escape process were
carried out for Kr at je=1.21021 l/(cm2 -s), Ue=7-103 eV, NKl(0)=109 cm"3.
The results presented as a function of je-t are shown in Fig.6.



Fig. 6
The (kTi/Z) 1 results (Fig. 5) arc applied to the results in Fig. 6.
The next step was to consider ion cooling processes. The method of ion

cooling in EBIS was suggested by E.D. Donets and G.D. Shirkov/18A Equation
systems (23,24) created for Kr and Ne are solved simultaneously. The results
for Kr at je=1.21021 l /(cm2s), Ue=7-103 eV, N ^ O ) - 1.21010 cm"3 and
NfCr(0)=109 cm'3 by cooling with Ne ions (the Ne atom concentration in the
electron beam (NNe) is a constant and equal to 2.4-106 cm'3 ) and without
cooling are presented in Fig.7.

T(s)

Fig.7
The corresponding time dependences of beam compensation values are

shown in Fig. 8, where the solid lines correspond to N K I = 1 . 2 - 1 0 1 0 cm"3 and the
dotted ones to NKT= 109 cm"3.



Comparison with experimental results

The calculated results were compared with the experimental data of Kr
current measurements at the EBIS Krion-S exit. The experimental current
dependence on time was measured over an ion extraction time of 100 us. The
best numerical approximation was obtained at Vejf=Vi, for je=1.771021

l/(cm2-s), Ue=7103 eV, N K T ( 0 ) = 6 1 0 9 cm"3, rp=0.015 cm. B=1.2 Tl, by
cooling with Ne ions. The results for output current are shown in Fig. 9.

The total numbers of ions, the values of beam compensation and the
average ion temperatures corresponding to Fig. 9 are shown in Figs. 10,11,12.



The time evolution of Kr ion densities at NNe=2.4106 cm'3

corresponding to Fig. 9 is shown in Fig. 13. The results were confirmed by an
experimental observation of Kr higher charge state evolution at the LU-20
output when the EBIS Krion-S was installed on the linac pre-injector Wl.

Conclusion

The workable numerical model of EBIS has been created. The
calculated results are close to the experimental ones. The model made more
understandable the influence of different processes in the trap on the EBIS
output parameters.

The authors are very grateful to Dr. E.D. Donets and Dr. G.D. Shirkov
for their interest in the model and useful discussions.



Fig. 13
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Калагин И.В., Овсянников В.П. Е9-96г128
Численное моделирование процессов образования ионов
в электронно-лучевом источнике

Представлена численная модель электронно-лучевого источника (EBIS).
Проведены вычисления процессов ионизации Кг при начнчии охлаждения
ионами Ne, принимая во внимание процессы перезарядки, нафева ионов
электронами, обмена энергией между ионами и процессы ухода ионов из ло-
вушки. Наблюдалось хорошее согласие расчетных данных с эксперименталь-
ными результатами.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объединенного института'ядерных исследовании. Дубна. 1996

Kalagin I.V., Ovsyannikov V.P. E9-96-128
Numerical Simulation of Ion Production Processes in EBIS

The numerical model of EBIS is presented. The calculation of Kr ionization
by cooling with Ne ions was carried out taking into account charge exchange, ion
heating by electrons, ion-ion energy exchange and ion escape processes. A good
agreement with experimental data was observed.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR.
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